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Summary & Conclusions - Many systems can be regarded 
as flow networks whose arcs have discrete and multi-valued ran- 
dom capacities. The probability of the maximum flow at each 
various level and the reliability of such a flow network can be 
calculated in terms of K-lattices which are generated from each 
subset of the family of all MCs (minimal cutsets). However the size 
of such a family 2m - 1 (m = number of MCs) grows exponential- 
ly with m. Such a flow network can be considered as a multistate 
system with multistate components so that its reliability can be 
evaluated in terms of upper boundary points of each level d (named 
d-MCs here). This article presents an algosthm to generate all 
d-MCs from each MC for each system capacity level d. After analyz- 
ing and comparing it with the algorithm by Xue, it ensures that 
our method generates a family of d-MC candidates which contains 
all d-MCs more efficiently if both start from MCs. Examples show 
how all d-MCs are generated; the reliability of one example is 
computed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Limited-flow networks (networks whose arcs capacities can 
be regarded as s-independent, discrete, finite, and multiple- 
valued random variables such as electric-power transmission 
& distribution systems, transportation networks, and telecom- 
munication & computer networks) are important in modem 
technology. Several authors have proposed approaches to 
evaluate the probability that the system capacity (maximal flow) 
is d. 
Doulliez & Jamoulle [8] applied the Ford-Fulkerson flow- 
augmenting method [ 121 to decompose the state space into 
a set of accepted states, a set of unaccepted states, and dis- 
joint sets of unspecified states. Each set of unspecified states 
is recursively decomposed until no set of unspecified states 
is left. Each of such disjoint sets of accepted states is bounded 
by two critical-state points vo, v* so that its probability can 
be computed directly in terms of yo, v*. The probability 
that the system capacity level is d is thus the sum of prob- 
abilities of such disjoint sets. 
Evans [ 101 calculated the same probability for such a directed 
flow network in terms of K-lattices which are generated from 
each collection of MCs (minimal cutsets in binary state case) 
one by one. Besides that, the number of total collections 
2”’ - 1 grows exponentially with the number of MCs, m; it 
further needs to combine K-lattices to obtain disjoint lattices 
for simplifying the probability evaluation. 
To estimate Pr { system capacity level > d}  for the same net- 
work, Fishman [ 111 presented a Monte Carlo sampling plan 
to derive the point estimates and their interval estimates from 
samples of finite sizes. 
Regarding the multi-area power system as a limited-flow net- 
work, Clancy, Gross, Wu [7] tried to evaluate its reliability 
approximately in two phases: Doulliez & Jamoulle decom- 
position method [8] is executed recursively until the efficien- 
cy of the decomposition is less than a specified level; then 
Monte Carlo simulation is applied to approximate the con- 
tribution of each set of unspecified states to the system 
reliability. 
Several other authors [3, 4, 15-17] presented methods to 
compute the reliability of a telecommunication netwotk under 
a stricter assumption that each arc has binary states, viz, fixed 
non-zero and zero capacities. 
Virtually, reliability evaluation can be camed out in terms 
of MCs in the 2-state model, and d-MCs (upper boundary points 
of level d in [13] and lower critical connection vector to level 
d in [9]) for each level d in the multistate model. The limited- 
flow network is treated here as a multistate system of multistate 
components and so the need of an efficient algorithm to search 
for all of its d-MCs arises. Xue [ 181 presented such an algorithm 
for a general multistate system. However, many steps in the 
Xue’ algorithm (which uses discrete function theory, modular 
decomposition, and system enlarging) are superfluous whenever 
it is applied to a limited-flow network. 
The problem to search for all MCs in the 2-state model 
is NP-complete [6]. Hence, as in Evans [lo], our JLY‘ method 
assumes that the family of all MCs is known in advance. Sec- 
tion 3 presents JLY, and section 4 illustrates it through numerical 
examples. Section 5 introduces XGMS briefly. In section 6, 
the state space decomposition method [5] which utilizes the 
decomposition concept [8] in terms of d-MCs is briefly 
’Editors’ note: To allow clear, easy reference, we have named the 
Xue algorithm [18] “XGMS” (Xue general multistate sytem), and the 
algorithm proposed “JLY” (Jane, Lin, Yuan). 
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introduced to evaluate the probability that the system performs 
successively at level d + 1 and then the overall system reliabili- 
ty. Section 7 analyzes JLY and compares it with XGMS. 
2. NOTATION, NOMENCLATURE, ASSUMPTIONS 
Notation 
number of arcs in the system 
number of MCs in the system 
arc identifier for i =  1,2, ..., n 
( M',M2,.  . . ,M") : the maximum system state where 
M' (an integer) is the maximal capacity of ai for 
i=1,2, ..., n 
( c1 ,c,,. . . , c,) : a system state where ci = 0,1,2,. . . ,Mi 
is the capacity level of ai 
specified [source, sink] node 
maximal flow from s to t under C 
V (  (5): highest maximum flow of the system 
(0,. . ,0, 1 ,O, .  . ,0) : capacity level is 1 for ai and zero 
for other arcs 
{ai 1 c; < Mi} : each a; E UC is unsaturated under C 
{ai I ai E U,, V (  C +  e;)  > V(  C)  } : each ai E Se is sen- 
sitive under C 
{a; I c; =Mi} ; each ai E Bc is saturated under C 
j th  MC for j=1,2,3 ,..., m, 
CaiEq ci: capacity of Kj under C 
c i s d i ,  for i =  1.2 ,..., n 
Nomenclature 
d-MC: For d=O, 1,2,. .. , or M- 1 ,  a system state C whose 
V(  C) =d has capacity level d. A system state C is a d- 
MC iff: 
1. its capacity level is d, and 
2. V ( C + e i ) > d  for each aiEUc, 
Or equivalently, C is a d-MC iff 
1. V(C)=d: c q ( C ) r d f o r  l s j s m a n d c K , ( C ) = d f o r  
2. U, = Se : each unsaturated arc under C is sensitive. 
at least one r ,  and 
Or equivalently, C is a d-MC iff 
1. V ( C ) = d :  c K j ( C ) l d f o r  l s j l m  AND cK,(C)=d 
2. A =&U SC is a disjoint union. 
for at least one r ,  and 
Demand (load) level d d is a non-negative integer-valued 
load (stress) requirement to the network. Usually it is a 
r.v. whose distribution { r d } d  can be determined through 
continuous observation or forecasting of the load or 
customer demand on the network. 
If d is a deterministic constant, then 
Rd = Pr { CI V (  C) L d }  = system reliability. If level d is 
a r.v. then system reliability R = Ed Pr{C( V(  C) L 
d }  r d .  These two are consistent with R = Pr {strength > 
stress}. 
System reliability: 
Acronyms 
JLY the Jane, Lin, Yuan algorithm in this paper 
XGMS the Xue general multistate system algorithm [18] 
Assumptions 
1. Each node is perfect. Otherwise, the network is 
2. The capacity of each arc is a non-negative integer- 
3. The capacities of different arcs are s-independent. 
4. Flows on the network satisfy the conservation law [ 121. 
enlarged by treating unreliable nodes as arcs [2]. 
valued r.v. with a given known distribution. 
4 
Assumption 3 is necessary when reliability evaluation is 
required. Assumption 4 implies that V (  C )  can be obtained by 
applying the Max-Flow Min-Cut theorem [12] and that flows 
on different arcs are s-dependent. 
3. ALGORITHM JLY 
Because V (  C) under C satisfies: V (  C) is non-decreasing 
in each argument (arc capacity) 
V ( 0 )  = 0 and V ( e )  = M, 
the limited-flow network can be viewed as a multistate monotone 
system with the structure function V (  e )  [5]. 
A necessary condition for a system state to be a d-MC is 
stated in the lemma/theorm; proofs are in appendix A.4 & A S .  
JLY relies mainly on such a result. 
Lemma: If the system state C is a d-MC, then SC G n {KiJ 
CK,(C) = d}. 
Z7zeorem: If C is a d-MC, then there exists at least one MC K, 
= {arl ,arz,...,amJ, such that: 
and ci = Mi for all ai SE K,.. 4(3) 
Any C = (cI,cZ, ... ,c,) which satisfies (1)-(3) 
simultaneously for a MC, is a d-MC candidate. A d-MC is ob- 
viously a d-MC candidate by the theorem. By definition, a can- 
didate C is a d-MC if: 
V(C) = d, and 
Uc C n { K ; J c k ; ( C )  = d }  
both imply that U, E S,-, and so U, = Se 
Remark If the flow network is series-parallel, each d-MC can- 
didate is indeed a d-MC. 
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Justification: Such a network can be considered as the 
series of its MCs K, ,  K2, .. . , K,. Let C be a d-MC candidate 
which is generated with respect to Kl according to the theorem. 
Then cK,(C)  = d and by (3), c5(C) = c5 (e) 1 M > d 
foreachj=2,3 ,..., m(noted = 0,1, ..., orM-l),inparticular 
V ( C )  = d and U, C n {K iJcKi (C)  = d }  = K,, and so is 
a d-MC. 4 
Given the family of all MCs (which can be obtained by 
assuming each arc has 2 states [l]), the family of all d-MCs 
can be derived by algorithm JLY. 
Algorithm JLY 
With respect to each MC K, = {arl, a r 2 9 . - . ,  am) -  
1. Apply implicit enumeration to find all non-negative in- 
teger solutions of crl + cr2 + ... + cmr = d and (crl ,  cr2, ... , 
cmr) I ( M r l ,  Mr2 ,... , Mmr).  
2. Set ci = M i  for all ai fZ K,. 
3. Obtain the family of d-MC candidates ( c1, c2,. . . , c,) 
4. If the system is series-parallel, then this family is that 
by steps I and 2. 
of all d-MCs, else test each candidate C whether: 
V ( C )  = d AND U, G fl {Ki lcKi(C)  = d } ,  ie, 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
If there exists an if r such that cKi( C) <d 
then C is not a d-MC, go to step 4.4. 
Let index set I = { i 1 CK, ( C )  =d}. 
If there exists an ai E A\ n i E I  Ki such that ci # M' 
then C is not a d-MC, else C is a d-MC. 
Next candidate. 4 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1 Example 1 
Figure 1. A Bridge Network 
It is known that e = (M',M2,M3,M4,M5) = (3,2,1,1,2) and 
that there exists 4 MCs; Kl = { ~ 1 , ~ 4 ) ,  K2 = {a2,aS}, K3 = 
{a1,a3,a5}, K4 = {a2,a3,a4}. 
As M = V ( e )  = 4, the system has 5 capacity levels: 0,1,2,3,4. 
TABLE 1 
Distributions of Arc Capacities 
Arc Capacity Probability Arc Capacity Probability 
3 0.60 a3 1 0.90 
2 0.25 0 0.10 
0 0.05 0 0.10 
a1 
1 0.10 a4 1 0.90 
2 0.70 
1 0.30 1 0.25 
0 0.10 0 0.05 
a2 2 0.60 "5 
~~ ~ 
Given the demand level d = 2, the family of 2-MCs is derived 
as follows: 
Generate from K,: 
1. Feasible non-negative integer solutions of ( ~ 1 . ~ 4 )  that 
satisfy c1 + c4 = 2 and ( ~ 1 . ~ 4 )  I(3,1), are (2,O) and (1,l). 
2. Set (c2,c3,c5) = ( M ~ , M ~ , M ~ )  = (2,121 
3. Two 2-MC candidates (2,2,1,0,2) and (1,2,1,1,2) are 
4. Test A: C = (2,2,1,0,2): 
4.1 For i = 2,3,4, cKi (C) > 2 
4.2 I = {ilcKi(C) = d }  = (1). 
4.3 Since ci = M i  for each ai E A\nicI Ki, 
(2,2,1,0,2) is a 2-MC. 
B: C = (1,2,1,1,2): Similarly, (1,2,1,1,2) is 
obtained. 
a 2-MC. 
Generate from K2 (similarly to K4): 
2-MC candidates: (3,2,1,1,0), (3,1,1,1,1), (3,0,1,1,2). 
Generate from K3: 
2-MC candidates: (2,2,0,1,0), (1,2,0,1,1), (1,2,1,1,0), 
Such 2-MC candidates are all not 2-MCs. 
Generate from K4: 
2-MC candidates: (3,2,0,0,2), (3,1,1,0,2), (3,1,0,1,2), 
2-MCs: (3,2,0,0,2), (3,1,1,0,2), (3,1 ,O,  1 21, (3 ,O, 1,1,2). 
2-MCs: (3,2,1,1,0), (3,1,1,1,1), (3,0,1,1,2). 
(0,291 , 1 > 11, (0,2,0,1,2). 
(3 ,O, 1,1,2). 
The result is listed in table 2: 
TABLE 2 
Final Results of Example 1 
~~ 
K j  2-MC candidates 2-MC? Ki 2-MC candidates 2-MC? 
'Candiates whose capacity levels are smaller than 2. 
"Candiates that violate U, S n { K i  lcKi(C) = 2) .  
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4.2 Example 2 
--s  a2 a6 as 
Figure 2. A Series-Parallel Network 
4 
-t- 
MI- (i) 
l s j s m  
PMI ( i )  
a (p1,p2,.  . ,pm) E MIfin( i) by further substituting 
a vector in MIq(pj) for each pi. 
l s j s m  
PMI(d) contains all d-MCs and so serves as a family of can- 
didates for d-MC. 
5.1 Case I (Series-Parallel) Given: 
The family of all its d-MCs is derived in the following steps 
1181. 1. e = (M',M2,M3,M4, M5,M6,M7, M8,M9) = (3,2,2,1,1,2,3,1,2) 
2. There exists 3 MCs; Kl = {a1,a2}, K2 = {a3,a4,a5, 1. For each Z$ ( 1 ~j I m) , calculate cq (e) and then ob- 
2. Obtain  MI^ ( d ) .  
3. Obtain PMI(d) from MI,, ( d ) ;  see notation. 
4 5 1 9  K3 = {a7,a89%>. tain MIq(i) for i=O,l, ..., C K ~ ( ~ ) .  
As M = V ( e )  = 5, the system has 6 capacity levels: 1 s j s m  
0,1,2,3,4,5. 
l s j s m  
Given the demand level d = 4, the family of all 4-MCs is 
derived. 4. Delete those vectors in PMI ( d )  which are not d-MCs. 
(Appendix A. 1 shows that PMI ( d )  = {d-MCs} , and so this 
Generate from Kl: step is not needed in this case.) 4 
For example 2, its family of 4-MCs is derived as follows: 1. Feasible non-negative integer solutions of ( c1,c2) that 
2. set (c3,c4,c~,c6,c~,c~,c~) = ( M ~ , M ~ , M ~ , M ~ , M ~ , M ~ ,  
3. Two 4-MC candidates (3,1,2,1,1,2,3,1,2) and 
4. Since the system is series-parallel, such 4-MC can- 
satisfiesci -k C2 = 4 d  (C1J2) 5 (3,2) are(3,1)ad(2,2). 
fl) = (2,1,1,2,3,1,2). 
(2,2,2,1,1,2,3,1,2) are obtained. 
didates are 4-MCs. 
1. MIKl(i) = {(vl,v2): v l+v2  = i; 0 5 ~ ~ 5 3 ;  0 1 v 2  
52} ,  for i=0,1,2,3,4,5 = cK,(e) = M' + M2. 
MIK2(i) = {(v3,v4,vg,vg): vs+v4+V5+v6 = i; 0 1 ~ ~ 1 2 ;  
O I V ~ I  1; O S V ~ I  1; O I C ~ S ~ } ,  for i=0,1,2 ,..., 6 
5 .  ALGORITHM XGMS 
To XGMS, the system is decomposed in- 
to MCs, K1, K2,. .. , K,,, first so that its structure function V(  C) 
3. After substituting (4,6,6) in MIfin (4) by a vector in 
l < j s m  
= D(min( . ) ,  K& ,..., K,,,) = minlsjsm {cq (C)}. 
It is series-parallel iff Ki nKj  = 0 for all i # j .  
MIK, (4), MIK, (6),  and MIK (6) respectively, one element of 
PMI(4) is obtained. All elements of PMI(4) are obtained in such 
a manner. 
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4. Delete those vectors that are not 4-MCs. (this step is 
unnecessary) 
5.2 Case II (Non Series-Parallel) 
0. Transform K l ,  K2 ...., K,,, into series-parallel so that a one- 
to-one correspondence between (equivalence) classes of the 
series-parallel and components of the original system exists (cf. 
figures. 3 & 4). The family of all d-MCs of the original system 
is then derived as follows [ N I :  
1. Generate all d-MCs of the series-parallel by the algorithm 
in case I. 
2. All d-MCs of the series-parallel are transferred into can- 
didates for d-MC of the original system according to the cor- 
respondence in step 0. 
3. Delete those candidates which are not d-MCs. (not specified 
in [18].) 4 
Figure 3. The Functional Structure of the Original System 
-S  
Figure 4. The Series-Parallel 
Such steps are illustrated for example 1 as follows. 
The series of MCs in figure 3 is transformed into the series- 
parallel in figure 4 so that the correspondence relation between 
ai and E,, for each i is: 
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All components in Eai have the same probability distribution 
as that of ai for each i = 1,2,3,4,5. 
The structure function of the series-parallel satisfies: 
Now consider a2-MC, say (1,1,2,2,3,1,2,2,1,1,) ofthesen'es- 
parallel. It corresponds to the 2-MC candidate (E1,E2,?3,E4,Z5) 
= (min( E 1 , C s ) ,  min( & E 8 ) ,  min( E6,cg), min( E 2 , E I 0 ) ,  
min(E4,E7)) = (1,2,1,1,2) of the original system. 
6. RELIABILITY EVALUATION 
If D', DZ,...,Dmd are total d-MCs, then Rd+l = 
Pr{C:V(C) L d+ l }  = 1 -Pr{ UY!' {C:CrD'}}. To com- 
pute Pr{U,",", { C : C l D ' } }  in terms of d-MCs, several 
methods such as inclusion-exclusion [9,13], disjoint subset 
[ 141, and state-space decomposition [5] are available. Here, we 
apply state-space decomposition to example 1 and obtain Pr { C: 
V ( C )  5 2 )  = 0.388585, and so R3 = 0.611415. (See appen- 
dix A.2 & A.3 for the detail). Similarly, we have R o = l ,  
R1 = 0.98892, Rz = 0.883, R4 = 0.20412. Let the distribution of 
the demand level of example 1 be ao=O, al =O. 1, 7r2 =0.2, 
7r3=0.5, 7r4=0.2; then system reliability R = E:=, RdTd = 
0.6220235 and the average maximum flow is E:=, Rd = 
2.687455. 
7. COMPARISON & DISCUSSION 
7.1 Decomposition 
XGMS first decomposes the system into subsystems. 
Unless the system has a special structure, a good choice for such 
subsystems is the family of MCs. This is identical to: all MCs 
are known in advance in JLY. 
7.2 Reformulation of JLY 
JLY can be re-expressed according to Xue's words as 
follows. For each 
A. Find MIq(d). 
B. 
C. 
D. 
(j=1,2 ,.., m ) ,  
Find MIK, ( CK, ( e) ) for all r# j .  
Obtain PMI (d) directly by above A and B and PMI (d) 
= {d-MCs} in the series-parallel case. 
Delete those in PMI (d) which are not d-MCs in non series- 
parallel case. 
Steps A & B are included in step 1 of XGMS, and step 2 of XGMS 
is superfluous. Steps A, B, C together generate all d-MCs in series- 
parallel case and a family of d-MC candidates which contains all 
d-MCs in non series-parallel case more efficiently than XGMS . 
7.3 Bound of Total Number of d-MC Candidates 
The numbers of non-negative integer solutions which satisfy 
are respectively ( p + q 4 - 1 )  and l l f= l (W+l )  where p ,  q, W 
( i  = 1,2,. . . ,p )  are all positive integers; thus those which satisfy 
both together are bounded by min { ( p+:-' ) , llf= 
Hence the number of d-MC candidates of JLY is bounded 
X I  + ~2 +... + xP = q and ( ~ 1 ~ 2  ,..., xP) I ( W', W2, ..., W), 
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n + d - 1  by*,,, c,"=lmin{( I d ),nF=l (MJ'+l)}.However,in 
XGMS, since MIKI(cKI(e)) = {(MJ', MJ 2,. . . ,MJn~)} for 
eachj=1,2, ..., m, the cardinal of PMI(d) (viz, total number 
of d-MC candidates) is also bounded by Qm. 
andw, = (vJ1,vJ2 ,..., v J'I ) foreachj=2,3 ,._., misavectorin 
MIK,(cKI(C!)) 
1 1 VJk = Cq(e), OIV,klMik for l s k s n ,  L k=l I. 4 Storage Requirement 
JLY: As each d-MC candidate is an n-tuple, JLY requires 
Since 
O(n .qm)  space. n1 
c5(e) = MIk, wj = (MJ1,Mj2 ,..., Mj?) XGMS: For each $, there are \kf = min{ ( +- I i-' 1, n:=1 
(MI' + 1 ) )  elements in MIK,(i) for each i =  1,2, ..., k =  1 
-1, and one element in hI i r ( i )  for i=o, C K ( ~ ) .  for eachj=2,3, ..., m. (This is the same as step 2 with respect 
As each e h " t  in MI%(i) and P d I ( d )  are n-mpie and to K1 in JLY.) Hence, such a W serves as a d-MC candidate' 
n-tuple respectively, the families Uy=1 ( Uf"=sE' MIKl(i) ) with respect to Kl [a d-MC candidate in our sense]. On the 
and PMI ( d )  together need 0 (A + B ) storage space. other hand, it is straightforward that a d-MC candidate in our 
sense belongs to PMI(d). Thus in he  series-parallel case, 
PMI ( d )  = {d-MC candidates} = { d-MCs} . (See remark in 
section 3.) 
A.2 In terms of ali d-MCs D',D 2,...,Dmd, the state-space 
decomposition is introduced first: 
1.5 Time Complexity 
JLY: JLY needs 0 (n) time to calculate the capacity of each 
MC, and SO O(mn) time to calculate the capacity level of 
each d-MC candidate C, meanwhile it takes O( mn) time in 
ecution time is 0 (mn q,,,). 
The following steps decompose the set U of unspecified 
states into a set of accepted states AC { C: V (  C) I d } ,  a set of 
unaccepted states N =  { C: V (  C )  > d }  , and disjoint sets of 
unspecified states ul,u2,... ,unu. 
testing whether {KiIcK, (c)  = d } .  the ex- 0. Initially, U = {Cbor  C s b }  where bo = 0 and b = 
e. 
XGMS: Each element of MIK,(i), of MI- (i), and of 
PMI ( d )  can be obtained in O( 1) time. Xue didn't specify 
how to verify whether a d-MC candidate is a d-MC ih step 
4. We thus assume that each verification spends OCf(m,n) ) 
time for some functionf. Hence the total execution time is 
0 (max {A ' ,B' } ) where 
I s j s m  
B' = f(m,n) .qm. 
APPENDIX 
-
1. Find Dk such that H ( D k )  = max H(Di) ,  where 
l s i s m ,  
n 
H ( D ' )  = (min{Dj, bj} - bj9 with 
j= 1 
D' = (Di, D& ..., Df) I b o  = (by, bi  ,..., b:).  
2. Find D = (Dl, D2 ,..., Dn) where Di = max {e', I s j s m ,  LY 2 bo]. 
3. For i=1,2 ,... n, vi" = min{Df, bi}, vi = min{Di, bi}. 
4. If vi I v,? for all i = 1,2,. .. ,n, then no specified state 
is left. Otherwise, va, > v : ~  for r = 1,2,. . ,nu and vi 5 v,? for 
it(a1, az, ..., a,,}, then determine b o ( r )  = ( b y ( r ) ,  b i ( r )  ,..., 
b : ( r ) )  and b ( r )  = ( b l ( r ) ,  b 2 ( r )  ,..., b n ( r ) )  for each r = 
1,2, ..., nu according to: 
A. 1 Proof of PMI ( d )  = {d-MCs} in Series-Parallel Case 
v,? + 1, for i = a, . 
[bf, otherwise ' 
Let w = ( w ~ , w ~ ,  ..., w,)EPMI(~) .  say, it is generated @ ( r )  = 
from the vector (d,  cK2 (e ) , cK3 (e ) , . . . ,cKm ( e) ) in MI- 
( d )  . Then w1= ( vllrv12,. .. ,vln,) is a vector in MIK, ( d )  vi", for i <a, 
vi, otherwise. 
I s j l m  
b i ( r )  = 
"I 
vlk = d, 0<v1k<Mlk for I l k l n , ,  this corre- Then U = AUNUUlUU2U ... UUnu with A = (C:C 
E U, ~OICIVO), N = {C:CE U, ci>vi for at least one i ,  i =  
1,2 ,..., n} and U, = { C C E U ,  b o ( r ) % C s b ( r ) } .  Pr{A} = 
II;= Pr {bo I ci 5 vo} . Each U, is again thus decomposed, and 
[ k = l  
1 sponds to step 1 with respect to K1 in JLY 
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so forth until no set of unspecified states left. Then { C: V( C) I d }  
is the union of all such indlvidual A's. 
5 )  U = U21 = { C ~ O S C S ~ } ;  bo = (2,0,0,1,0), b = 
(2,2,1,1,2 1 ' 
1. Dk = D' = (2,2,1,0,2). 
2. d = (3,2,1,1,2). vo = (3,2,0,0,2), v = (3,2,0,0,2); 
3. vo = (2,2,1,0,2), v = (3,2,1,1,2). 
4. nu = 2, ul  = 1, u2 = 4, b o ( l )  = (3,0,0,0,0), b(1) = 
(3,2,1,1,2), b0(2) = (O,O,O,l,O), b (2)  = (2,2,1,1,2). 
and there is no unspecified state. Thus, 
A = { C C E  U , b o s C s v o } ,  N = { C C E  U,cz>O or c3>O},  
Thus, A = { C : C E  U,  b o I C I v o } ,  N = { C C E  U,  ci> 
vi for at least one i ,  i = 1,2,.. . ,n} = 0, U, = {C:CE U, 
Pr{A} = 0.04. 
Pr{A} 0.00342. 
b O ( l ) s C s b ( l ) } ,  U, = { C : C € U ,  bO(2)1CSb(2)} ,  
7) U = U,,,  = { C : b o ~ C ~ b } ;  bo = (3,0,0,0,2), b = 
(3,1,1,1,2). 
vo = (3,0,1,1,2), v = (3,1,1,1,2), b o ( l )  = (3,1,0,0,2), 
2) U = U ,  = { C b ' s C s b } ;  bo= (3,0,0,0,0), b = 
(3,2,1,1,2) (starting from U,). 
1. Dk = D3 = (3,2,1,1,0). 
2. d = (3,2,1,1,2). b(1) = (3,1,1,1,2). ThusA = { C C G U ,  b o s C s v o } ,  N 
3. vo = (3,2,1,1,0), v = (3,2,1,1,2). 
4. nu = l , u ,  =5 ,b0(1)  =(3,0,0,0,1),b(l)  =(3,2,1,1,2). = 0, U,,,, = { C : C E U , b ' ( l ) i C i b ( l ) } ,  Pr{A} 
Thus, A = { C C E U ,  b o I C s v o } ,  N = 0, U,, = = 0.042. 
{CCE U, bo( 1) s C s b (  l ) } ,  Pr{A} = 0.03. 
8)  U = = ( C b o s C s b } ;  bo = (2,0,0,1,1), b = 
3) U = U2 = { C : b o S C S b } ;  bo = (O,O,O,l,O), b = (2,2,1,1,2). 
(2,2,1,1,2) (starting from U,) .  
1. Dk = D2 = (1,2,1,1,2). 
2. = (3,2,1,1,2). b (1)  = (2,1,1,1,2). ThusA = { C : C € U ,  b 0 l C r v o } ,  N 
3. vo = (1,2,1,1,2), v = (2,2,1,1,2). 
4. nu =I ,  a1 = I ,  b o ( l )  =(2,0,0,1,0), b(1) =(2,2,1,1,2). 
{C:CE U,bo( 1)  ~ C s b (  l ) } ,  Pr{A} = 0.135. Similarly, 
= {C:CEU,cz>l}, U,,, ,  = {c:Ccu, 
bo( 1) s C s b (  l )} ,  Pr{A} = 0.0225. 
Thus, A = { C C E U ,  b o s C s v o } ,  N = 0, U21 = 
9) U = U1121 = { C ~ O S C I ~ } ;  bo = (3,1,0,0,2), b 4) U = U11 = { C b O s C S b } ;  bo = (3,0,0,0,1), b = 
(3,2,1,1,2). = (3,1,1,1,2). 
b (1)  = (3,1,1,1,2). ThusA = { C C E U ,  b 0 ~ C s v o } ,  N 
= 0, U,, ,  = { C C E  U,bO( 1) s C s b (  l ) } ,  Pr{A} = 0.0126. 
10) U = U2111 = { C ~ O S C S ~ } ;  bo = (2,0,0,1,2), b 
UIl2 = {C:C€U, b 0 ( 2 ) s C i b ( 2 ) } ,  Pr{A} = 0.06. = (2,1,1,1,2). 
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vo = (2,0,1,1,2),  v = (2,1,1,1,2),  6’(1) = (2,1,0,1,2), 
6 ( l )  = (2,1,1,1,2). ThusA = { C : C € U ,  b 0 s C s v o } ,  N 
Choose a Kr with rEZ, say Kr = {url, uR ,..., urn,}, then 
cKr( C) = d, ie, crl + cr2 + . . . + cmr = d 
( c,, ,cr2,. . , cmr ) I (M“,M‘2,. .  ,Mml) 
= 0, U,,,,, = { C : C E U , b O ( l ) s C ~ b ( l ) } ,  
Pr{A} = 0.01575. From the lemma: 
Q.E.D. 
and there is no unspecified state. Thus, REFERENCES 
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